2012 Annual Report

It all begins with a healthy woman.
A Message from the President and Founder

As we mark our 15th year of service, your support of our work is immensely rewarding. It’s humbling to see the level of shared commitment as we strive to reach all Wisconsin women and improve the overall quality of life for women and their families. As we grow, we continue to strive for excellence.

Some of our 2012 highlights include:

- Implementing 28 more First Breath sites in 59 counties, bringing our total to 138 sites. First Breath offers non-judgmental, client-centered counseling and support to help pregnant women quit smoking with pregnancy-specific educational materials and meaningful incentives.

- Launching development of the curriculum for our new GrapeVine unit: Dementia and Aging. The unit will be complete in Summer 2013 and will be presented by Faith Community/Parish Nurses (FCNs) in communities statewide.

- Extending our efforts to the online community through social media and a weekly blog. We are engaging the community in a conversation about research findings, stories from Wisconsin women, and ways to make healthy changes for yourself and your family.

At the Wisconsin Women’s Health Foundation, we are thankful for many things: our sponsors, donors, clients and all who help us in our work of helping provide Wisconsin women with the information, opportunities and support they need to be healthy.

With your support, we are able to continue to help Wisconsin women and their families reach their healthiest potential. And there’s no greater gift than that.

I cannot thank you enough. After all,

It all begins with a healthy woman.

Sincerely,

Sue Ann Thompson
President and Founder
Each year, our outreach and communication initiatives reach over 15,000 people.
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Annual Dialogue: Obesity in Women

The Annual Dialogue is a panel discussion with state and national leaders about innovative solutions and strategies that can improve healthcare outcomes for Wisconsin communities. The 2012 Dialogue focused on the challenges of preventing and treating obesity in low-income communities, reproductive health and obesity, and the economics of obesity.

2012 Panelists:

- Michael J. O’Grady, PhD – President, West Policy Center
- Catherine Spong, MD – Branch Chief, National Institute of Child Health & Human Development
- Michelle Rimer, MS, MPH, RD, LDN – Inaugural Director, The Solmaz Institute of Obesity at Lenoir Rhyne University
- Susan Latton – Obesity Prevention Program Coordinator, Wisconsin Department of Health Services, Nutrition & Physical Activity Program
- Chanel Tyler, MD – Assistant Professor, Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology at the UW School of Medicine and Public Health

White Paper available at www.wwhf.org/annual-dialogues/

The Gathering

Since 2002, the Gathering has provided women the opportunity to meet old and new friends and attend workshops on health information and resources they need to be healthy. The event is designed to engage and energize attendees, to teach new information applied in real life, help with goal setting, and create support networks. Participants learn to become better advocates for their health and that of their families in a way which allows them to create balance, wholeness and wellness in body, mind, and spirit.

2012 Speakers:

  Karen Timberlake answered some of the tough questions regarding health and health care and educated the audience on what we can do about some of the issues.

- Bryan DeJarlais – Safe and Easy Exercises for Everyday
  This program educated participants on basic exercise techniques, safe body mechanics, simple and effective stretches and the benefits of staying active.

- Millie J. Jones, PA, MPH – Healthy People at Every Stage of Life
  This presentation featured a discussion of the Life Course Framework and the importance of healthy behaviors across all ages and stages of life.

- Kristen Rasmussen, MS, CGC – Heirlooms, Hope Chests, and Genes...What Did You Inherit?
  Kristen Rasmussen conducted a talk about using family history to stay healthy and introduced current and future uses of genetic testing.

- Teri Woods, PhD – The Importance of Dreams: How Our Values Shape Our Happiness
  The presentation focused on the importance of knowing what is significant and relevant and using that information to chart a course toward happiness.
Health Blog:
Begun in November 2012, WWHF’s health blog is a new way to share the health and wellness information that we are so passionate about. We engage readers in conversation about research findings, stories from Wisconsin women, and ways to make healthy changes for women and their families.

2012 Blog Topics:
- Birth Defects
- Cardiovascular Disease
- Exercise
- Laughter
- National Health Observances
- Prevention
- Stress
- Stroke
- Tips
- WWHF Event Information
- WWHF Program Updates

2012 Blog Traffic:
- 1579 Visits
- 688 Unique Visitors

Visit the blog at: http://wwhfblog.com/

Newsletter:
Published twice per year, the newsletter features the “Sue Ann Says” column, articles on timely and relevant health topics, program updates, success stories, grants and award recognition, and donor recognition.

Find WWHF’s Newsletters at www.wwhf.org/publications/
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Sue Ann Says Monthly Column:

Appearing in publications statewide and on our website, Sue Ann Thompson’s columns address the most current women’s health issues based on interviews with some of the state’s top health experts.

2012 Column Topics:
- Aging and Dementia
- Compression-Only CPR
- Emotion
- Gynecological Cancer
- Immunizations
- Menopause
- Obesity
- Pap Smears
- Skin Cancer
- Stress and Depression
- And more...

Find SAS at:
http://www.wwhf.org/publications/sue-ann-says-column/
2012 Direct Service Programs

Each year, our direct service programs impact over 4,000 women and families.
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**Achilles Test/Bone Density Screenings:**
Trained staff and volunteers conduct Achilles Test screenings using a GE Achilles Bone Ultrasonometer on women throughout the state. The Achilles Test aids in the diagnosis of osteoporosis. The results are printed out and given to the individual, along with information on osteoporosis risk factors and prevention tips. Individuals with below normal scores are encouraged to take their results to their doctor. This information, along with other factors, helps doctors gauge the risk of osteoporotic fracture.

**2012 Program Outcomes:**
- 13 screening events in 5 WI counties
- 577 individuals screened

**EveryWoman’s Journal:**
These workshops help women learn proactive health journaling techniques as a tool for increased self-awareness. Women learn how their mental and physical health is affected by their body’s response to everyday life experiences.

**2012 Program Outcomes**
- 28 workshops
- 213 participants

“The EveryWoman’s Journal program allowed me to work through a particularly difficult time and I feel more mentally prepared to engage fully in life”
- EWJ Participant

**EveryWoman’s Journal - Areas of Focus:**
- nourishing awareness
- scattered loss
- relating to life
- respectful caring
- pure joy
2012 Direct Service Programs

First Breath:
First Breath is a statewide program to help pregnant women stop smoking through one-on-one counseling. First Breath sites receive free smoking cessation materials, smoking cessation counseling training, client incentives, and are also eligible to apply for mini-grants to support their work with First Breath clients.

2012 Program Outcomes:
- **138 First Breath sites** serving 59 Wisconsin counties.
- **1,247 women enrolled** in First Breath.

In 2012, First Breath met or exceeded its smoking cessation and reduction goals.
- **30% of women abstained from smoking** during pregnancy.
- **38% of women abstained from smoking postpartum.**

First Breath Success:
“When I was about 6 weeks pregnant I realized that smoking wasn’t what I wanted to do. I heard about the First Breath program and realized that if I was going to quit that I needed help doing so. I had the desire to quit but didn’t have the tools. By learning what smoking did to my son, my desire to quit got stronger. I didn’t quit completely at first; I was smoking about five cigarettes a day, then I went down to three, then one, then eventually none. I made progress by sticking with the program and learning about what the smoking did, not only to me, but also to my unborn child. It took me two weeks to completely quit. I now have a healthy baby boy. I have a smoke free home now and the added benefits are that my health is better, my home doesn’t smell like smoke, and my family is happy. I could not have done this without the help from the First Breath program."
- First Breath Mom

GrapeVine Project:
The GrapeVine Project trains Parish Nurses to provide health and well-being resources to underserved women. Through our pioneering partnership with Faith Community/Parish Nurses (FC/PN), we train FC/PNs to provide health and well-being information and resources to women in Wisconsin communities.

2012 Program Outcomes:
- **901 participants** in 15 WI counties.
- **86 sessions** completed
- There are **71 FCN’s** involved in GrapeVine

2012 Educational Topics:
- Bone Health
- Breast Health
- Cervical Health
- Dementia & Aging*
- Domestic Violence
- Heart Health
- Mental Health
- Oral Health

*Pilot project started June 2012. Final unit available in summer/fall 2013.

Why did you become a GrapeVine Parish Nurse?
After I retired as private scrub nurse and office nurse for a hand surgeon, I became aware of the parish nurse program. And because of the generosity of the Women’s Health Foundation in providing a grant, it enabled me to take the Parish Nurse Course. I found this a very satisfying way to use my nursing experience from the past years and provide a way to help my congregation. I found becoming involved with The “GrapeVine Project” a natural fit to fulfilling my goals in parish nursing, and as a way I could repay the Wisconsin Women’s Health Foundation.

Dee Wiseman
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Kohl’s Southeast Wisconsin Breast Health Assistance Fund:
We administer the Assistance Fund under the direction of the Southeast Wisconsin Affiliate of Susan G. Komen for the Cure. This “community safety net” fund provides financial assistance to uninsured and underinsured men and women of any age in southeast Wisconsin who are at or below 400% of the federal poverty level. Funds cover breast health screening services, and for individuals with breast cancer, access to treatment services. Funds are available to residents of Jefferson, Kenosha, Milwaukee, Ozaukee, Racine, Walworth, Washington, and Waukesha counties.

2012 Program Outcomes:
- We provided assistance to 600 individuals and referred 110 others to the Wisconsin Well Woman Program for services.

My Baby and Me:
This program helps pregnant women stay alcohol-free through one-on-one counseling and incentives. With the support and guidance of experts in the field of Alcohol and Substance Abuse and Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders (FASDs), WWHF has been able to develop program materials specific to the My Baby & Me program. This collaboration enables My Baby & Me providers access to the most up-to-date and current information relating to alcohol use and FASDs.

2012 Program Outcomes
- 56 women enrolled in the My Baby & Me program.
- Of the 26 women from whom we received postpartum data in 2012, 99% reported abstaining from alcohol while enrolled in My Baby & Me.
- 49 My Baby & Me sites
2012 Scholarship and Grant Recipients

WWHF has awarded $620,969 in grants and scholarships since 1997.

**Dr. Judith Stitt Women Faculty Scholar Grant:** This $50,000 grant, awarded every other year, helps women reach leadership positions in academic medicine, where they can contribute to scientific study and benefit women’s health.

**Roberta Strigel, M.S., M.D.**
**Assistant Professor**
University of Wisconsin - Madison

Dr. Strigel’s research aim is to develop a breast MRI examination providing simultaneous high spatial and temporal resolution which can be optimized to the individual patient, increasing diagnostic accuracy and specificity for breast cancer. She strives for an expanded group of patients to have access to this powerful tool. Ultimately, she wishes to improve care and decrease mortality in women with (and at risk for) breast cancer.

**Markos Family Breast Cancer Research Grant:** This $10,000 grant funds new or continuing research initiatives advancing the diagnosis, treatment or prevention of breast cancer.

**Gui Su, PhD**
**Assistant Scientist**
University of Wisconsin - Madison

Dr. Su has made significant contributions to the project of investigating the interaction of stromal fibroblast and breast cancer cells. She has driven progress by miniaturizing a 3D collagen gel co-culture model. Dr. Su has discovered a tumor-grade dependent functional hierarchical network of stromal factors in carcinoma associated mammary fibroblasts. She will further research this remarkable discovery.

**Faith Community/Parish Nurse Scholarship:**

The Faith Community/Parish Nurse Scholarship aims to increase the number of Faith Community/Parish Nurses in underserved communities.

**Laura Anderson, RN**
**Waukesha, WI**

After volunteering internationally, and in her current position as a Community Outreach nurse, Laura has had the opportunity to work with people of all walks of life. She strives to help them find resources and be resourceful for themselves when advocating for their needs. This scholarship has allowed her to grow personally and professionally to continue to meet the holistic needs of her clients through the Faith Community/Parish Nurse program.

**Joanne Borchardt**
**Reedsburg, WI**

Joanne seeks to expand her involvement with her congregation by beginning a Parish Nurse program for her church with a big congregation in a small town. Offering to educate, set up in-services, and visit the sick, Joanne hopes to begin the program on a voluntary basis with six nurses in her congregation. Joanne feels that the Intensive Conference of Introduction to the Concept and Practice of Parish Nursing provided tools to help in the development of this program.
2012 Financial Report

Support, Revenue, & Reclassifications

Grants and contracts $1,545,438
Contributions 359,823
  Total support and revenue 1,905,261

Net assets released from restrictions 213,660

Total unrestricted support, revenue and reclassifications 2,118,921

Expenses

Program services 1,732,653
Supporting activities 303,675
  Total expenses 2,036,328

Change in unrestricted net assets
before investment activity 82,593
Investment activity 311,858
Change in unrestricted net assets 394,451

Change in temporarily restricted net assets (102,606)

Change in net assets 291,845

Notes:
CHC Wisconsin is the source of workplace contributions to the Wisconsin Women’s Health Foundation. Other contributions are solicited through our annual appeal campaign, special event fundraisers, and individual requests from supporters. In addition, the WWHF solicits for event sponsorships and receives grant funding from public and private entities.
The Wisconsin Women’s Health Foundation would like to thank all donors who help our organization maintain its mission of helping Wisconsin women and their families reach their healthiest potential.

$20,000+
- Centene Charitable Foundation
- Delta Dental
- New American Policy Institute
- The Cudahy Foundation

$10,000-20,000
- Dairyland Vanners
- Marshfield Clinic
- Mary Paul Long
- Meriter Health Services
- St. Mary’s Hospital
- The Markos Foundation, Inc.
- Sue Ann & Tommy Thompson
- Wisconsin Physicians Service

$5,000-10,000
- ABC Supply
- American Family Insurance Company
- Ashley Furniture Industries
- Blain’s Farm & Fleet
- Yogi Bear’s Jellystone Park Camp Resort
- Eric & Julie Olson
- Michael & Noemi Neidorff
- Parfitt Facial Plastic Surgery Center
- Terri & Damon Bresenham
- Ultimate Spa Salon
- United HealthCare Services, Inc.
- UW Department of Radiology
- UW Health & Unity Health Insurance
- Wal-Mart
- World Wide Technology Foundation

$1,000-5,000
- American Transmission Company
- Amphion Medical Solutions
- BMO Harris Bank
- Mark & Ann Bradley
- Richard & Sudie Burnham
- Charles Kubly Foundation
- Children’s Hospital of Wisconsin
- DeWitt Ross & Stevens
- Exact Sciences Corporation
- Tom & Penny Gialamas
- Gordon Flesch Company, Inc.
- Green Bay Packers
- Group Health Cooperative
- James & Chulee Hallick
- Bob & Jenny Hillis
- Inland Colliers International
- J.H. Findorff & Son, Inc.
- Johnson Bank
- John & Lisette Khalil
- Kikkoman Foods Foundation
- Juanita Kwiatkowski
- Janeen Meehan
- M3 Insurance Solutions for Business
- Mortenson Investment Group
- Debi Offerdahl
- Ray Olson
- PhRMA
- Rogers Memorial Hospital
- Cory Schneider
- Hans & Mary Sollinger
- David & Joan Sorensen
- Mary Starmann-Harrison
- Gary & Terri Steinhauser
- TGT Charity, Inc.
- The Stoughton Trailers
- Mark Train
- Turville Bay MRI & Radiation Oncology Center
- US Bank
- UW Dept. of Obstetrics & Gynecology
- Thomas & Ellen Vanderboom
- Von Briesen & Roper, SC
- Wahlin Foundation, Inc.
- We Energies
- Wegner LLP CPAs & Consultants
- Jocelyn Wiebe
- Willaim Blair & Associates
- Wisconsin Counties Association
- Coryene Woodman

$500-1,000
- Cindy & Frank Byrne
- Dance Wisconsin, Inc.
- Melinda & Rob Ferraro
- Randal Hopper
- Tom Jefferson
- Marlene Kremer
- Sandria Maass
- Eberhard Mack
- New Glarus Brewing Co.
- QTI Group Inc.
- Mavis Steil
- Cheryl Sykora
- Pamela Washburn
- Essie Whitelaw

$100-500
- ABCD: After Breast Cancer Diagnosis
- Kathleen Abraham
- Seymour & Shirley Abrahamson
- Alt N Bach’s Town Tap
- Larry & Sharon Ambrose
- Wendy Arends
- Ken Artis
- Atomic Tattoos-Midwest, LLC
- Margaret Baltus
- Arlene Banou
- James & Pamela Bean
- Barbara Beckert
- George & Ardell Bengin

Stephen & Trudy Bernsten
- Sue Boettcher
- Karen Bosold
- Jane Brakefield
- David & Kristi Brereton
- Tom & Lynn Broderick
- Kathleen & Kevin Brown
- Ben Brummerhop
- Teri Bullington
- Elda Bunk
- Kim Burlage
- Molly Carnes
- Pete & Colleen Chase
- Nic Cindric
- Karen Cowan
- Trisha Crinkley
- Rick & Lori Cushman
- Pat & Kathryn Daly
- Lisa Davidson
- Angela Dominguez
- Eric & Jane Englund
- Sharon Erickson
- Judy Fetherston
- Sharon Fitzpatrick
- Dan & Marilyn Follen
- Marilyn & Bob Foss
- Steve & Annemarie Foundling
- Thomas & Kelly Gaglione
- Stanley & Dona Gerson
- Dale Granoff
- Bridget Grauweels
- Mark & Sarah Gruen
- Christopher Guglielmo
- David Gundersen & Amie Goldman
- Camille Haney
- Diane & Hal Harlave
- Kathleen Harris
- Jim & Carol Hatch
- Patrick & Kate Heaney
- Mary Henke
- Herbert H. Kohl Charities
- Sara & Fredric Hildebrand
- Dave & Colleen Hoernemann
- Jim & Beverly Hoernke
- John & Rebecca Hogan
- Hospice Care Foundation
- Thomas & Gail Hoyum
- Sherry Hosa
- William Hutchins
- Dennis & Maureen Iglar
- Jojean Janus
- Jodi Jensen
- Keelie Jones
- Donna Katen-Bahensky
- Darren Kittleson
- Jeff & Sharon Knight
- Janie Krohmer
- Karen Laatsch
$1-100
Sheryl Albers
Aldira Aldape
Bernadine Arena
Mary Baliker
Jason & Heidi Bemis
Sandy Bolz
Anna Brewer
Mark & Molly Breyer
Joyce Carpenter
Mary Carr Lee
Sue Carter
Billie Chavez
Bruce Christiansen
Megan Christiansen
Pam Crawford
Mitzi Dearborn
Paul & Meghan Dominie
Alan & Cindy Downs
Lynn Eckstein
Barbara Ehlers
June Ehrbar
Ron & Joanne Fiedler
Pamela Fray
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Brad & Kathy Lake
Richard & Nancy Latta
Janice Lennon
Chris & Tracy Lindzendorf
Kay & Jim Lindblade
Logistics Health, Inc.
Amy Madden
Susan Manning
Dennis & Barbara Manthei
Carol Markos
Mary Marne
Phillip & Priscilla Marshall
Sally Mattingly
MAXIMUS
Daniel McCann
Mark & Terri McCarthy
Katheryne McGowan
Brenda McNatt
Sarah Melsen
Menominee Indian Tribe of Wisconsin
Kerri Minett
Joseph Miotke
Suzanne Miranda
Ryan Murray
Ann & Bruce Nattinger
Doug & Dianne Naujeck
Scott & Kate Neitzel
Ian & Jan Nicolaisen
Caroline Niemann
Roger Nilles
Meghan O’Connor
Peggy Parfitt
Jill Pelisek
Susan Plakus
Ethel Pledger
Nathan Plumb
Diane Postler-Slattery
June Potter
Gene & Shug Preuss
John & Jacquelyn Rader
Subramaniam & Rama Ravi
Theresa Reagan
Timothy Reiland
Desiree Rembert
Bud & Sue Richards
Mark & Jamie Ringsmuth
Robert W. Baird & Co, Inc.
Dolores Roehl
G.F. & Patience Ruggensack
Petie Rudy
Terri Jo Saarela
Angie Sadowski
Patricia Sanftleben
Kim Santiago
James Sarres
Gloria Sarto
Carol Schiller
Rebecca Schumann
Jonathan Schuster
Kimberly Shaul, J.D.
Glenna Shannahahn
JoAnn Six-Plesko
Sue Sokol
Cammie Sorenson
Rampaipan Srisopark
Betty Stark
John & Jean Steffen
George & Patricia Steil
Sean Stephenson
David Stewart
Judith Stolper
Summit Credit Union
Edward Terry
The Geo Group
Jason & Notesong Thompson
Michelle Thompson
Tommi Thompson
R. Richard Tiedemann
Liz & Todd Tiefenthaler
Town of Rome
Debra Turnell
Sandra Underwood
Turk & Judy Waterman
Bill & Rose Weber
Lori Wetzel
Wheaton Franciscan Services, Inc.
Dustin & Cindy Whitehorse
Susan Willkom
Georgiana Wilton
Linda & John Wright
Gay Wynneen
Jessica & James Yehle
YMCA of Dane County, Inc.
Kathy & Chuck Zastrow
Bill & Mary Freisleben
Nicole Fulton
Marion Gehl
Ana Gonzalez
Pamela Goodreau
Dean Groth
Nancy Gruner
Scott Gunderson
Catrine Harrison
Ellen Hartenbach
Marita Hattem
Genie Hedlund
Jeanne Heidel
Sharon Helgeson
Barbara Helt
Nancy & Dave Henderson
Susan Hinz
Todd Hoagland
Christine Hoefer
Margaret Hoemeier
Barbara Hoffmeier
Marjorie Jansen
Deborah Janz
Karen & Bob Jehn
Amy Johnson
Danielle Jones
Lynn Judnic
Judith Ketterer
Mary Kroll
Jennifer Krug
Anna Kuehl
Karen Kulasiewicz
Donna Larsen
Carol Lendle
Vicki Lentz
Lingjun Li
Katherine Little
Julie Luk
Steven Mael
Yvonne Mahoney
Kelly Mann
Carol Martin
Susan McVey
Elizabeth Meyer-Arnold
Glenn & Kim Miller
Lynn Miller
Nora Miller
Judy Mindin
Monona United Methodist Church
Catherine Moran
Adam & Katy Morgan
Mary & Bob Morin
Jean Motsinger
Carol Muller
Joy Newman
Ted Nickel
Traci Niss
Susan Novak
Karen Oelhafen
Merlita Pascual
Mary Rauch
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Hannah Renfro
Nancy Rhodes
Stanley Richter
Dianne Riley
Ana Rudy
Kristin Ruesch
Sandra Russell
Patricia Saffold
Charlotte Scheckel
Lisa Schemmel
William & Katherine Schendt
Linda Schuler, VMD, Ph.D.
Ellen Schumann
Sharon Scott
Rita Sepersky
Kevin & Ruth Shelly
Dean Smith
Prue Smith
Deborah & Thomas Still
Donna Strek
Todd Stuart
Alfonso & Jan Studeville
Gui Su
Michael & Claudia Swan
Martha Taylor
Irene Temple
Lisa Tiger
Sarah Valencia
Patricia Van Acker
Michael Veith
Amanda Verbrick
Ruthie Watt
Hillary Whitehorse
Julie & Greg Whitehorse
Kathleen Wolt
Clint & Pam Woodman
Geoffrey Yeh
Thomas & Debra Zanow
Mary Zimmerman

In-Kind Donors
A Stone’s Throw
AestheticA Skin Health Center
Ale Asylum
All Faith’s Funeral Home
American Girl
Badger Sports Properties
Beaucoup Ideas
Benvenuto’s
Blue Moon Bar & Grill
Boulders Climbing Gym
BR Diamond Suite
Brennan’s Market
Capitol Kids
Catalyst
Coca-Cola Refreshments
Cooper’s Tavern
Craig’s Cake Shop
Door County Kayak Tours
Dragonfly Hot Yoga
Emiroth USA
Fisher King Winery, LLC
Fraboni’s Italian Specialties
Francesca’s al Lago
Friends of the Zoo / Henry Vilas Zoo
Funny Faces
Deborah & Eric Gillitzer
Gravity Trails
Greybird Designs LLC
Harbor Athletic Club
Harley's Liquor & Bait
Brad & Kelly Harnisch
Hidden Oaks Apiary
Hotel Red
Idle Wild Golf
Inner Fire Yoga
Johannsen Greenhouse
Johnson Insurance Service, Inc.
Klinke Cleaners
Kneaded Relief Day Spa & Wellness
Larsen Portrait Design
Lewis Station Winery
Liquor Town
Little Luxuries
Lombardino’s
Mad Cat Pet Supplies
Madison Ballet
Madison Club
Madison Dental Imitative
Madison Symphony Orchestra
Madison Symphony Orchestra
Merchant
Middleton Fire Company No 1
Milwaukee Athletic Club
Milwaukee Ballet Company
Milwaukee Brewers Baseball Club
Nakoma Golf Club
Neil’s Liquor
Nest Interior Design
New Glarus Brewing Co.
New Self Renewal Center
Northleaf Winery
Olbrich Botanical Society
Orange Tree Imports
Pepsi-Cola of Madison
Playthings
Raven Software
Regent Street Liquor
Rejuvenation Spa
Ruth’s Chris Steak House
Shedd Aquarium
Simply Organized
Skydive Milwaukee
Slack Attack Communications
Southwest Airlines
Sundara Inn & Spa
Sunny Direct
TA Solberg Co
The Brink Lounge
The Capitol Grille
The Osthoff Resort
The Shedd Aquarium
The Tasting Room
Trader Joe’s
Twilight Pony Rides DBA Capital City Rentals, Inc
Tyka Painting Solutions, LLC
Ulla Eyewear
Ultimate Spa & Salon
Vanilla Bean
Vitense Golfland
Whole Foods
Wisconsin Cheese & Sausage Company
Wisconsin Cheese & Wine Chalet
Wisconsin Distributors
Worzalla Publishing Company
WPS Health Insurance
Zander’s Interiors for Home
Trudy Bernsten
Maeb Brown
Kim Burlage
Cindy & Frank Byrne
Pete & Colleen Chase
Marilyn Duguid
Jessica & Chris Duren
Melinda & Rob Ferraro
Yvonne Hiebert
Rebecca Hogan
Angie & Mike Hull
Keelie Jones
Lisette & John Khail
Leah Kokinakis
Tracy Lenzendorf
Helen McCann
Mark & Terri McCarthy
Debbie McCormick
Janeen Meehan
Georgia Mulcahy
Debi Offerdahl
Peggy Parfitt
Bonnie Rainy
Petie Rudy
Glenna Shannahan
Cammie Sorensen
Joan & Dave Sorensen
Annette Stebbins
Sue Ann Thompson
Julie & Greg Whitehorse
Hillary Whitehorse
Corylene Woodman
Pam Woodman
Jessica Yehle
Board of Directors
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Founder and President
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Secretary
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Jason Thompson  
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Darshan Singh Dhaliwal
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